High levels of amplitude acceleration ( 300 to 800 cmis2 ) and velocity ( 80 cmis ) were observed over a wide area at the time of the 1995 Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake. The locations where the fires started are almost uniformly distributed in areas where buildings suffered severe structural damage, mainly areas where the seismic intensity reached seven on the JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency ) scale. Thanks to the weak winds at the time of the earthquake, the speed of the fire spread was far below that of past urban fires. Seven large fires that destroyed an area of more than 33,000 m2 each, broke out in areas with large concentrations of wooden houses. Most of the fireprotected wooden buildings that caught fire did so mainly because fire spread through the building's openings, not through their walls. Most of the cease-burning lines in urban areas were wide streets, railways, parks and similar large spaces, rows of buildings of fireproof construction, and fire proof buildings constructed on large building lots. This confirms that it is extremely important to provide more space between buildings and improve buildings' fireproof performance in order to prevent the spread of urban fires following earthquakes.
/
In this table, causes of fires are categorized into three groups: gas related fires, electricity related fires and other fires. Gas related fires have a strong correlation to the building damage. Electricity related fires occurred evenly with structural damage. This indicates that gas related fires most likely occurred when the building was collapsed or severely damaged and as the result the gas pipes were cut or unconnected.
LARGE CONFLAGRATIONS
Of 150 fire sites investigated by BRI, 73 fires involved a single building and 77 involved multiple buildings. The number of fire sites less than 1,000 m2 is 33. Seven fires spread over 33,000 m2. The other 37 fire sites are between 1,000 and 33,000 m2. Figure 2 shows large conflagrations whose area is over 3,300 m2 in Nagata, Suma, Hyogo, Nada and HigashiNada Ward. See Figure 1 for the relations of the wards.
Alluvium the coastal area between rnounlains and the ocean Table 2 for temperature and relative humidity. Figure 5 indicates the relation between the wind velocity and the velocity of fire spread. When the wind velocity is higher than 3 d s , the velocity of the downwind fire spread increases significantly. For each 1 m/s increase in wind speed above 2 m/s, the downwind fire spread increases by 20 mlhr.
There is some evidence that the fire spread faster in the blocks of wooden buildings without non-combustible materials on the exterior wall than in the blocks of wooden buildings with non-combustible materials and in the blocks which have some fire resistive buildings 5 ) .
FIRE SPREAD MECHANISMS
The fires spread widely because the buildings were so close together especially in Nagata and Hyogo wards as shown in Figs 6, 7 and 8. In those fire sites in Nagata and Hyogo wards, there were many wooden dwellings whose exterior walls were not covered with noncombustible materials. Although many of the conventional post & beam construction dwellings had been covered with non-combustible materials, they were severely damaged by the earthquake. Where fire protected wooden buildings were constructed appropriately in accordance with the present seismic standards and therefor suffered a little damage, most of them that caught fire did so mainly because of fire spread through the building's openings, not due to their walls 6 ) .
Wooden Building Coverage Ratio ( % ) The combustible contents of the houses, synthetic rubber in small shoes factories especially in Nagata ward and collapsed buildings on the street contributed to the fire spread as shown in Figure 9 .
FIGURE 6. Relation between Percentage of Fires Involving Multiple Buildings and Wooden Building Coverage Ratio ( Ward and City
There are at least 20 cases where new ignitions were caused by burning wood and embers flying through the air 7, . Because fireproof roofing was shaken down by the earthquake, Ignition occurred by burning wood and embers in those wooden house areas, although people out there extinguished most of the small ignitions.
FIRE STOP FACTORS
Most of the cease-burning lines in urban areas were wide streets, railways, parks and similar large spaces, rows of buildings of fireproof construction, and fire proof buildings constructed on large building lots. The streets & railways factor is the main fire-stop factor at the FRI investigation. The fireproof buildings factor is the main fire-stop factor at BRI investigation. Had the buildings along the 6-8 m wide streets been wooden buildings, those wooden buildings at the ceaseburning lines would have been easily ignited. From this point of view, improvement of fire protection of buildings is more important than street widening. 
